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BREAKTHROUGH, the game, sees you as a spaceship on a mission to
destroy all the bits. Bits are closing in on your spaceship in an
attempt to blast you into oblivion. Stop them to unlock new

spaceships! Bits are your enemies. You must destroy them to win the
game. Go forward, collect power ups, avoid boobies and don't fall off

the screen. Which asteroids should you move to collect coins?
Diamonds are your friends, they will give you credits, lives and unlock

new ships. What new ships are you after? Laser ships allow you to
destroy all bits on screen Rocket Ships allow you to destroy all bits

without touching the ground Clone Ships allow you to transform into a
mech and blast those boobies to bits * UPDATE * Boobies are now

trying to destroy you with chainsaws. Power Ups: Lasers - a blast of
light that will kill a single bit Rockets - get moving! You can use

rockets to destroy any bit on screen. Clones - Transform into a mech
and destroy all bits. Clone animation - a new clone mech will spawn.
Dynamite - will explode all bits on screen Colours - the time limit for
this power up is an hour. Coin Mode - a new mode is now available.

Collect a number of coins to unlock new ships. Spaceships: Unlocked
ships will be available in the in-game menu. How to Play: Gamepad or
Keyboard + Gamepad Support Touchscreen support with on-screen

control pad (Vive, SteamVR and UWP ) The key to winning is to avoid
boobies. Stuck? Hit the pause button to stop the game. When you hit
the space bar, the game will resume after a short pause. You can use
Up/Down to move the player, A/B to fire, Q/E to transform, and 'R' to
rotate. Extra Features: Getting trapped in a boobie trap? Press 'E' to
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display a hint. Aborting a death? Press 'R'. Unlock some skins? Press
'S'. Official Website Twitter Facebook Sparks is an arcade style, 3D

platformer action puzzle game. You play as Tails, a hyper-accelerated
dog who has a lot of trouble breathing! You've been thrown into a

Features Key:
12 languages: English, French, Spanish, Polish, Turkish, Japanese, Hebrew, Arabic, Chinese, Italian,

German
4 Maps: Blue Road, Black Road, Endian Road, Network

2 Game modes: Competitive, Practice
Classic AI Tournament|

Bitmine: The main weapon, Bombs, and Troppers
Static Blocks, Sleeping Bones, Frenzy

Most of all, the game is free so you can play it anytime, anywhere
More improvements are soon coming (more Powerups)

Dear my dear friend! Are you looking forward to playing a new arena
for men and games. And now you can play BitBreaker on your phone
or tablet.

For this goal, we have changed BitBreaker. As a result, you can
expect all of these:

1. Faster game speed

2. More challenging gameplay

3. More complete mode BitBreaker

4. Better scoring

5. More winning

6. More interesting multiplayer mode

7. More useful upgrades

8. More of new maps

9. More pleasant feeling like a real game.

10. Many more friends....

We have more of new features and content. BitBreaker will be better
than ever.
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Gameplay Features

Two Play Modes:

competitive
More important than every game is winning, that's why you use three types of combat troops
to defeat you enemy.
There is no limit of your regular attacks. You can directly attack on command.
Three players on the map: competitive 1:1 mode.
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